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Gulf College, under the skillful leadership of
Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, adulated
the excellent performance of its students during
the institution’s annual student activities, A.Y.
2014-2015.
Chair and CEO Dr. Issa personally thanked the students for their immense support and contributions to
the event. He expressed his deep appreciation for
the students’ overall performance, stating that the
occasion’s success would not have been possible
without their heartfelt efforts. The chairman likewise
extended his gratitude to the staff members of GC,
especially to Mr. Mohammed Fouad, Head of Student Activities, and Ms Suad Abdullah Maharouqui,
staff member of the Student Activities Department
EXEMPLARY Dr Issa Al Bulushi , Chairman and CEO awards token of appreciation for their unwavering dedication to GC’s stakeholdto Ms. Suad Abdullah Maharouqui Staff, Students’ Activities Dept. of Gulf College. ers.
During the awards ceremony,
CEO Dr. Issa distributed tokens of appreciation to the
students who performed to
their highest capacity as the
programme commenced. He
further encouraged the stu-

dent body to continue their
support for the college as well
as strive for their aspirations
in the future. Finally, he
spurred the staff of Gulf College to continue their aid and
exert maximum effort to en-

sure the continued success of
these extracurricular activities. Gulf College hosts different sports, arts, and other
extracurricular events for the
expanded learning and enjoyment of GC’s students. The

college fervently believes that
such proceedings are integral
to providing well-rounded
education and development
for all learners, as well as
strengthening physical and
mental attributes.

Gulf College Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani recently received esteemed delegates from Staffordshire University
(SU) as part of the institutions’ concerted efforts for Gulf
College Review Visit Stage.
The two-day meetings were
attended by GC staff as well
as the SU counterparts. The
conferences tackled the tenets of the review and revalidation process. The SU presenting team that conducted briefing sessions, interviews and
panel meetings with the GC
staff consist of Chris Slade,
Director of Partnerships, Anne
Harbisher, Programme Advisor (Business), Nico De

Court, Programme Advisor
(computing), Paul Toft, Programme Advisor (Foundation),
Dave Link, Partnerships Manager
(computing),
Rosy
Crehan, Chair, Paul Byrne,
Internal Panel member, Fiona
Jane Robson, External Panel
member,
Hastings
Wolfe
Mckenzie,
Internal
Panel
member, Mark Savage, internal
Panel
member, AT THE READY. Dean Dr.Taki Al Abduwani along with the GC staff
and SU Delegates during the GC Review Visit
(Page 2)
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Chief)

Staffordshire University’s Vice Chancellor Prof. Michael
Gunn praised the heads and coordinators of Gulf College’s Quality Assurance and Quality Enhancement Centres during his latest campus visit.

COUNTERPART. SU VC Prof. Michael Gunn confers with the staff members of GC.

For the ease, security, and safety of the stakeholders of Gulf College, Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani conducted a meeting in his
office to discuss the status of the institution’s hostels for the
coming semester.

Prof. Dr. Taki assured the students that their worries about
accommodations shall soon be
alleviated, as the hostels are
now set to offer services to students who wish to avail of nearby quarters as well as interesting learning activities. The
dwelling will provide 24-hour
security, internet service from 6
AM to 10 PM daily, workshops
in personal hygiene and health
tips, English language tutorials,

film viewings, and sports activities. Ms Aisha Ghazi Haider,
Faculty of Foundation Studies
(FFS) Award Leader, is also commissioned to hold workshops
on different cultural values and
traditions. Health services will
also be provided by Gulf College
under the supervision of the
college nurse. The Dean further
mentioned that GC will provide
trainings on job opportunities
for the residents.

ALL SET. Dean Dr Taki Al Abduwani together with Mr Waleed Said , Finance Dept. Head, Mr
Sulaiman, and the GC female students discuss the provisions of GC’s hostels

The Vice Chancellor expressed his awe at the outstanding performance of
both departments in providing exceptional services to
its institutions’ stakeholders.
He motivated the staff members to remain vigilant in
their pursuit of excellence
and continue to address the
challenges of the OAAA
accreditation process.

Meanwhile, Dr. Shameena
Mehtab, Deputy Dean of
Quality Assurance and Partnerships, told VC Prof. Gunn
that the Management Executive Committee of Gulf
College is diligently focusing
on addressing the key concerns, issues and gaps in the
nine institutional standards.
She also elaborated on the

nine working groups tasked
to uplift the overall rating of
GC. Finally, she mentioned
that the GC Administration
has been preparing all the
pertinent documents and
files to serve as evidence of
tangible implementation of
all affirmations and recommendations of the OAAA.
The GC Administration aims
primarily to review the progress on the extent of implementation of the college
action plan, especially in
satisfying the recommendations stipulated in the OAAA
audit report. GC is on the
2nd stage of the standard
assessment and Gulf College
is set on obtaining the accreditation with merit.

and Karl Owen Jones, External Panel member
(computing). The SU delegates commenced their visit
through a panel meeting with Dean Prof. Dr Taki, who
deliberated on the development and achievements of Gulf
College in the last decade in terms of external recognition
awards that GC received, strong partnerships with industry, and community and student sponsors. Prof. Dr. Taki
also mentioned that GC is the first private college in the
Sultanate that provides maximum opportunities for special
need students. He added that the college features state of
the art facilities, comprehensive preparation for the final
version of OAAA Institutional Standards, updates on the
ISO 9001:2008 Certification, and GFP Audit Report.
The SU panelists also conversed with the Deputy Dean for
Quality Assurance and Partnerships Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Deputy Dean for Academics and Research Dr. Mohanned Al Obaidi, Deputy Dean for Finance Mr.Waleed
Said, heads of the faculties Dr.Khalid Abu Zayed, and Mr.
Masood Ahmad Khan, Mr.Raviraj Shetty, Registrar, Quality Enhancement Manager Ms Antonia Lamers, CRE Manager Dr Agnes Ilagan,Career and Advisory Manager Ms
Faiza Kiran, different coordinators of QA and QE, award
leaders, selected staff and students of the different faculties.

To you and your
family,
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FOCUSED. (Left) Engr. Hassan Mohammed Jawad Abdwani, Chief Executive Officer (centre) briefs GC students on the company’s merits. (Right) Ms.Mamatha
Gnanakumar, Award Leader and Mr. Jawad, lecturer of the FBS award token of appreciation to Engr. Hassan Mohammed Jawad Abdwani.

To impart valuable, applicative learning to the students of GC, the Faculty of Business Studies (FBS) administered a tour of
the Voltamp Energy SAOG for the benefit of the department’s learners and academic members.
The tour was designed to
provide practical exposure to
the students in the field of
business and marketing. The
event also aimed to instill a
better understanding of the
overall industry, beyond the
limits of the classroom. The
visiting team was composed
of 15 males and 13 females
from the Business Management section, headed by Ms.
Mamatha Gnanakuma, Award
Leader, and Mr. Jawad Tau-

heed, lecturer. They were
also joined by students from
the Level 4 and Level 5 of
Business Management &
Marketing Management sections of GC.
The tour attendees received
expertise knowledge from the
Sultanate’s best industry experts. The visit started with an
introductory session with
Engr. Bhushan Kolwadkar –
Dy. Manager Purchase and

Mr. Basant Bhageria, Finance
Controller, who briefed the
visitors about the company
and its journey towards success. Then Engr. Hassan
Mohammed Jawad Abdwani,
Chief Executive Officer addressed to students and provided an in-depth understanding of the processes, policies
and practices followed at
Voltamp Energy SAOG. They
were also informed about the
company’s policy and various

activities. It gave the group a
better understanding of how
the company is taking care of
its employees by recognizing
best employees every month,
based on performance, attendance and other factors.
The students declared the
Voltamp Energy SAOG visit a
very enriching and informative opportunity, where they
freely interacted with industry
experts and learned through
experience.

In light of the proceedings delivered by the Faculty of Foundation
Studies (FFS) to boost the learning capabilities and comprehension
of its students, Ms. Aisha Ghazi Haider, FFS Award Leader directed
an innovative classroom strategy to amplify the English-speaking
capabilities of the students in the beginner levels.
The process was created to foster
intelligent classroom education
and interactive discussion. The
activity followed this procedure:
each level was divided into two
teams, each with its own team
captain. The two groups were
then given the chance to outmatch each other in terms of language skills and idea volleying.
The teams were given different
categories per contest, including
spelling, grammar skills, and
speech performance.

The FFS students participated
actively throughout the event, and
were enthusiastic about interactions with both competitors and
fellow teammates alike. After the
evaluation, Ms Aisha stated her
belief that teaching can be more
dynamic, penetrative, and impactful through the use of modern,
evolving learning techniques and
strategies. She further encouraged the students communicate
regularly through English during
their summer vacation.

INNOVATIVE. FFS Award Leader Ms. Aisha Ghazi Haider addresses
the different teams during the FFS AE Technique for Beginner level
language learners.

Announcements
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Research lectures on Plagiarism, Referencing Guide, Search strategies for
online searching, and workshops are
now available for download at the student area of gulfcollegeoman.edu.

REVERING OMANI HERITAGE
Heritage month was recently celebrated in some parts of Asia and the Pacific.
During this period, different regions around the world proudly showcased their
country’s beautiful landscape, architecture, tradition, and people.
The Sultanate of Oman is no stranger to such bounties. In fact, the country is a
melting pot of nature, culture, and artistry. Its people are blessed with good
hearths and warmer hearts. Below are only a few of the magnificent riches the
Sultanate of Oman has to offer.

Image Source: Wikipedia.org-Khanjar

AROMATICS– Oman is the source of
the world’s finest frankincense. These enticing aromatics continue to
be harvested in Nejd region of Southern Oman. Here the tradition of
carefully tending and collecting the resin is gratefully passed on from
generation to generation. To this day, thousands of tourists flock the
southern regions to acquire the
valued aromatic.
WEAVING and POTTERY– Aside
from the country’s natural gifts, the
people of Oman are highly-skilled
in arts and crafts, among other inclination. Two of these outstanding industries are weaving and pottery. The women of Wahiba sands (Sharqiya
Sands) are renowned for their high
-quality weavings and innovative
Info and image source:
designs—among the best in the
www.omaniheritage.com
Arabian peninsula. The shepherds
of the jebels and Western Hajar mountains provide high-quality wool
cloth and safe, natural dyes which produce the most beautiful patterns and textures found in the continent.
Info and image source: www.omaniheritage.com/

Meanwhile, pottery in Oman is an unmatched trade. Each of the four
regions that produce the country’s best have perfected their own deInfo and image source: www.omaniheritage.com
signs and methods, like the burnished water jars of the Dhofar women, the purplish pots of the Musandam men, and the gold-topped jars of the Muslimat. What’s more, each pot
is crafted with utmost skill and knowledge that thrived with each passing century.
These are only few of the wondrous treasures Sultanate has to offer. These, and many more, are the inspiration and strength of the honourable Omani legacy.

